
ARGENTINA
LOCATION

Argentina is a country in south America between mountuin grup Andi and south 
Antlantic. On east is border with Urugvay and Brasil, on nord with Paraguay and 
Boliviy and on west with Chile. Argentina also has a portion of Antarctica. 

COUNTRY
          Argentina is composed of twenty-three provinces. The biggest provinces are:

  Buenos Aires Province and
  Santa Cruz

HISTORY
Nordwesten Argentina was a part of impery of Inks. In the year 1536 came on this 
land spanjards and made there coloniy. Because of that there is Spanish offical 
language also today.               

NATURAL WEALTH
          The country have a lots of natural wealth witch are oil, ground-gass and iron. 
The biggest rivers are Parama and Colorado and next to them are spead big pasture for 
cattle and sheeps. This meadows are appropriate for vineyard and fild of wheat.

PRODUCTENT

         Argentina is one of the biggest producter of beef and lamb, wool, wheal and 
wine.

SPORT
   The official national sport of Argentina is pato.

FOOOD&DRINK
  Dishes & drinks from Argentina:

 Mate

 Asado

 Humita

 Milanesa

 Empanadas

 Locro

 Dulce de Leche

 Alfajores

 Wine

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buenos_Aires_Province
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argentine_wine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfajor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dulce_de_Leche
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Locro
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empanadas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milanesa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humita
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asado
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mate_(beverage)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Cruz_Province,_Argentina


OBELISK

The Obelisk of Buenos Aires is a national historic monument and icon of Buenos Aires.
Located is in the Plaza de la República.

GLACIER PERITO MORENO

             The Perito Moreno Glacier is a glacier located in the Los Glaciares National
Park in the south west of Santa Cruz province, Argentina. It is one of the most important

tourist attractions in the ArgentinePatagonia. Ice Field is located in the Andes system
shared with Chile. This icefield is the world's third largest reserve of fresh water.

LAKE NAHUEL HUAPI

               the Nahuel Huapi National Park is the oldest national park in Argentina. It 
surrounds Nahuel Huapi Lake

GOLDEN DORADO

              The Golden Dorado is a large river fish that lives in central and east-
central South America.

TANGO

        For these country, them are saying, that she is a cradle of Tango. Tango is 
passionate dance at witch dancepartners are usually a couple or friends but they are not
an enemy. Music and dance are Argentina’s musical symbols.

FLAG

        National flag consirts of three equal and width horizontal stripes. 2 stripes are 
light blue and 1 white in the middle. The sun of mays is in the middle of  the white 
stripe. 
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